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project location
gainesville, florida

This project is located in north-central Florida’s Alachua County.  The project site is centered along the length of 
Sweetwater Branch and extends to include both its hydrologic context and nearby significant natural and cultural 
features.  Sweetwater Branch is a natural stream that originates in the City of Gainesville and flows south for 
approximately four miles until it reaches the northern edges of Paynes Prairie Preserve State Park, where it ultimately 
discharges into the Floridian Aquifer. 

Florida

alachua county

site Boundary

site description
Sweetwater Branch forms the central spine of the site identified for this project.  The site’s boundaries expand from 
the beyond Sweetwater Branch to incorporate its hydrologic context as well as other significant natural and cultural 
features.  NW 16th Avenue forms the site’s northern boundary.  The southern edge expands to incorporate Sweetwater 
Branch’s hydrologic end at Alachua Sink where it empties into a sinkhole connected to Floridian Aquifer.  The site’s 
eastern and western edges are both bound by major roads; North and South Main Street to the west and NE 9th Street 
and SE 15th Street to the East. 

Mile
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project context
alachua county, florida

Florida’s Alachua County has both an immense wealth of prized natural features and a highly active outdoor recreation 
community.  Alachua County and the City of Gainesville maintain a well used system of park and trails throughout 
the area.  These parks and trails range in scale from just a few city blocks to the renowned 22,000 acre Paynes Prairie 
Preserve, one of the County’s seven State Parks.

Alachua County’s growing population and the University of Florida continually provides hundreds of people to the 
areas parks and trails as they seek outdoor recreation activities year-round.  The selected site is adjacent to various 
neighborhoods of differing income levels and demographics, creating an opportunity to attract diverse groups of 
people to project.  The County’s most prominent trails also cross the selected site and present the possibility to 
establish additional trailheads and connect to the regional trail network.  
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goals and objectives
awareness | Highlight the course of Sweetwater Branch as it flows south into Paynes Prairie Preserve State Park.

Provide a pedestrian trail system along Sweetwater Branch.•	
Introduce site elements that allow users to interact with Sweetwater Branch.•	
Strengthen visual connections to Sweetwater Branch from surrounding districts.•	
Clearly indicate Sweetwater Branch at significant nodes and intersections.•	
Identify Sweetwater Branch through consistent signage.•	

  
connectivity | Utilize Sweetwater Branch as a primary corridor that connects to a secondary network of linkages to 
nearby districts, neighborhoods, and natural and cultural features.

Create connections to the regional trail network.•	
Improve streetscape aesthetics along primary vehicular and pedestrian routes.•	
Increase the permeability of districts neighboring Sweetwater Branch •	
Minimize pedestrian, bike, and vehicular conflicts.•	

restoration | Restore and enhance the natural systems of the site.
Rehabilitate the edges of Sweetwater Branch through slope stabilization and native plant material.  •	
Maximize water filtration to enhance water quality along Sweetwater Branch. •	
Provide a sufficient buffer zone along Sweetwater Branch to minimize disturbance to the natural system.•	

recreation | Provide outdoor recreation for the area’s diverse users groups.
Construct a trail network and provide visitor facilities along Sweetwater Branch.•	
Incorporate various scales of both active and passive recreation throughout the site.•	

eXperience | Create an interpretive landscape that integrate user experience and interaction throughout the site in 
order to foster education and environmental stewardship.

Introduce site elements that allow users to interact with the natural environment•	
Communicate the ecological context through interpretive educational venues.•	
Define sense of place along Sweetwater Branch by addressing the distinct and changing character of •	
neighboring districts.

sense oF place | Address the distinct and changing character of the districts neighboring Sweetwater Branch. 
Incorporate sire elements and materials that highlight the surrounding character and emphasizes sense of •	
place along Sweetwater Branch.  
Strengthen visual connections to surrounding districts from both the Sweetwater Branch corridor and •	
secondary linkages.
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hydrology & topography
The project site’s highest elevation occurs near the northwestern corner. boundary.  From here Sweetwater Branch 
forms the central spine of the site and it continuously slopes downward until reaching Paynes Prairie Preserve at the 
site’s southern end. At this point the topography flattens and distinctive swamps and marshes form across the land-
scape.  Sweetwater Branch eventually drains to the lowest elevation on the site near the southeastern boundary at 
Alachua Sink.

inventory

watersheds
The Sweetwater Branch Basin serves as the project site’s primary watershed.  This watershed is the principle recipient of 
stormwater runoff from the downtown and surrounding Gainesville area.  The Sweetwater Branch also receives treated 
effluent from the Main Street Water Reclamarion Facility.  This water is carried directly into Paynes Prairie Preserve 
by Sweetwater Branch.  The water then enters the Prairie’s lowest lake, Alachua Sink, which empties into a sinkhole 
connected to the Floridian Aquifer.

Five Foot topographic contours

sweetwater Branch

streams and canals 

lakes and ponds

swamps and Marshes

wetlands

Major roads

site Boundary

legend
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road hierarchy
Two major arterial roads, University Avenue and SE 11th Street / SE Williston Road, run through the project site 
and provide critical connections to the surrounding Alachua County transportation network.  The site’s east and west 
boundaries, North / South Main Street  and NE 9th Street / SE 15th Street also provide important linkages to local 
routes.  In the northern half of the site Sweetwater Branch is repeatedly intersected by collector roads.  But following 
SE 7th Avenue Sweetwater Branch is almost completely inaccessible by road.

inventory

parks  & trails
A diverse range of parks and trails are located throughout the project site.  The southern third of the site is comprised 
of large nature-based parks, including Paynes Prairie Preserve State Park, Sweetwater Preserve, Boulware Springs, 
Colclough Audubon Nature Park, and Bivens Arm Nature Park.  Smaller activity based parks, including the Sweetwater 
Branch Park are found throughout the northern end of the sire.  Two of Alachua County’s most prominent trails, the 
Gainesville-Hawthorne Trail and The Gainesville-Depot Avenue Trail also cross through the site boundaries.  

legend
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schools
Williams Elementary School and Lincoln Middle School are located on the East side of the project site and is in close 
proximity to Sweetwater Branch.  The University of Florida is also located just West of the site boundarys; its close 
proximity should be noted due to the large active young adult population it supplies to the area.  The project site is 
also surrounded by various other existing public schools.  The proposed Sweetwater Branch corridor would provide 
educational and recreational activities for these local school groups.

inventory

historic districts 
Gainesville’s Northeast and Southeast Historic Districts are located at the northern end of the project site.  Sweetwater 
Branch Park runs throughout the Northeast Historic District which is primarily comprised of the Duckpond 
Neighborhood.  The Southeast Historic District runs along the East side of the downtown Sweetwater Branch Park.  
This historical district is also known as the Historic Bed and Breakfast District.  Besides the close proximity, there is 
currently no visual or physical connection made between the Park and the Southeast Historic District.   

legend
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land use
The project site is currently comprised of mostly residential, commercial, and industrial land uses.  The north-eastern 
portion of the site  consists of primarily low to medium density residential uses.  Commercial uses are concentrated 
along the site’s western boundary, Main Street, and along the major arterial road, University Avenue.  Industrial land 
uses are found in throughout the central region of the site.  For the most part, the site’s industrial land uses border 
and impact Sweetwater Branch.  

inventory

natural communities
The project site’s northern half does not support the rich natural communities that encompass the southern half of the 
site.  Here various natural communities support a large number of native and exotic plant and animal species.  The 
dry prairie and wetland hardwood forest ecosystems run along the southern half of Sweetwater Branch until it reaches 
Paynes Prairie Preserve.  Here a wet prairie and mixed scrub-shrub wetland  ecosystem cover the land as waters course 
a path to Alachua Sink.

legend
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site character
The distinct gradient of character and experiences along Sweetwater Branch is predominantly defined by its surrounding 
context.  The northern end of the sire is anchored by Gainesville’s historic Duckpond neighborhood, where Sweetwater 
Branch originates.  (1)  University Avenue marks the transition from the suburban residential district to downtown 
Gainesville.  (3)  Following the downtown district, utility and industrial facilities dominate the central site. (3)  These 
uses quickly fade into light industrial and low density residential land uses.  (5 & 6)  South-east of Williston Avenue 
natural communities comprise most of the site.  The Sweetwater Preserve is protects and provides outdoor trails on  
125 acres on the north of Paynes Prairie Preserve.  (6)  Paynes Prairie Preserve State Park is a low lying wet prairie 
that provides a rich habitat for a multitudes of diverse wildlife species.  Throughout history the natural hydrology has 
been  significantly altered by channelization, draining, and pollution, which have notable impacted the health of the 
Paynes Prairie Ecosystem.  In order to mitigate these affects, a treatment wetland and restored sheetflow area is being 
constructed where Sweetwater Branch enters Paynes Prairie.  (7)  This incoming water will naturally course a path of 
flow to the Prairie’s lowest lake, Alachua Sink (8)  

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

  1                                        Duckpond Neighborhood   2                                             Downtown Gainesville

  3                                                             Utility Services

  5                                           Low Density Residential

  7                       Paynes Prairie Preserve State Park   8                                                                Alachua Sink

  4                                                            Light Industrial

  6                                                 Sweetwater Preserve
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section a - a’                                     

Within Gainesville’s historic Duckpond neighborhood Sweetwater Branch has been successfully integrated into the 
upper class suburban residential community.  Here the ecological integrity of Sweetwater Branch as been preserved and 
an open park space for passive recreation and visual enhancement has been incorporated along the water’s edge.

section b - b’                                                                                                                                                                  

Throughout the Duckpond neighborhood historic homes and a wide one lane road run unobtrusively along either 
side of this prized neighborhood amenity.  The neighborhood acquired its name when ducks began gathering at this 
retention pond along Sweetwater Branch.

section c - c’                                                               

At the southern edge of the Duckpond neighborhood the treatment of Sweetwater Branch is altered.  Sweetwater 
Branch is channeled into a steep ditch that borders thick vegetated buffer and a small grass strip that runs alongside 
a narrow two land road.  The deep ditch hinders visual connections and recreational opportunities with Sweetwater 
Branch. 

a

b

c

creek study
In order to develop a more comprehensive understanding of the changing character and conditions of Sweetwater 
Branch, a creek study was conducted.  The study examines Sweetwater Branch in section as it travels from its origin 
in Duckpond Neighborhood to Paynes Prairie Preserve State Park where it ultimately discharges into Alachua Sink, a 
sinkhole connected to the Floridian Aquifer.  
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section d - d’                                                                                                               1’ = _’-_”

The downtown section of Sweetwater Branch park is currently much less successful than the treatment to the North.  
Here park edges are relatively buffered with vegetation and limit interaction with adjacent districts.  A single linear pe-
destrian path runs parallel to Sweetwater Branch.  Thus path system  quickly moves users through the park and limits 
interaction with and appreciation for Sweetwater Branch.  Prominent streets intersect the park with little acknowl-
edgement to the existence of Sweetwater Branch.  This lack of awareness and deign for user experience has created an 
under used park.

section g - g’                                                    1’ = _’-_”

section e - e’                                                 1’ = _’-_”

Following the area of industrial utility services, Sweetwater Branch reemerges from an underground culvert and is 
channeled by a concrete basin.  Utility power lines and transformers run along either side of Sweetwater Branch 
preventing public access to the Branch.

section F - F’                                               1’ = _’-_”

As Sweetwater Branch progresses South from the industrial district to Paynes Prairie Preserve its character varies 
from a gentle slope to a small ravine.  

g
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 key Features

analysis
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hydrology
analysis

analysis
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synthesis
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opportunities & constraints
The information obtained in the analysis phase was synthesized to determine suitable locations for the site’s program 
elements.  The synthesis revealed opportunities to create a consistent corridor along the length of Sweetwater Branch 
while also highlighting key points of individual interest.  Sweetwater Branch is an example of how a large scale corridor  
park can be utilized to create a valuable amenity by identifying strategic areas of interest and utilizing them to define 
user interaction. 
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concept one
This concept focuses on creating a series of nodes along the entire length of Sweetwater Branch.  The nodes occur at 
the primary transition zones that define the distinct gradient of character and experience along Sweetwater Branch.  
The nodes serve as the primary points of entry to the Sweetwater Branch corridor.  Each node is given equal weight 
and importance, but posses a unique sense of arrival is defined by markedly different educational and interactive 
displays.  Design interventions between the nodes allow for interpretation that reinforces the surrounding areas unique 
character. 
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concept two
This concept focuses on creating a series of nodes along the entire length of Sweetwater Branch.  The nodes occur at 
the primary transition zones that define the distinct gradient of character and experience along Sweetwater Branch.  
The nodes serve as the primary points of entry to the Sweetwater Branch Corridor.  Each node is given equal weight 
and importance, but is defined by its unique educational and interactive displays.  Minimal design interventions occur 
throughout the transition zones between the nodes, allowing users to experience Sweetwater Branch’s surrounding 
local character.  

concept development

sweetwater branch corridor  |  concept deveLopmentsweetwater branch corridor  |  concept deveLopment            
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concept three
This concept focuses on creating a series of nodes along the entire length of Sweetwater Branch.  The nodes occur at 
the primary transition zones that define the distinct gradient of character and experience along Sweetwater Branch.  
The nodes serve as the primary points of entry to the Sweetwater Branch Corridor.  Each node is given equal weight 
and importance, but is defined by its unique educational and interactive displays.  Minimal design interventions occur 
throughout the transition zones between the nodes, allowing users to experience Sweetwater Branch’s surrounding 
local character.  

concept development

sweetwater branch corridor  |  concept deveLopmentsweetwater branch corridor  |  concept deveLopment            
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master plan
The schematic master plan highlights the actual routs employed to create the Sweetwater Branch corridor as well 
as the secondary network of linkages to nearby natural and cultural features.  The primary focus was on enhancing 
the connectivity of the corridor along Sweetwater Branch.  This was achieved by designing a trail along Sweetwater 
Branch and selecting alternative streets routes in areas where Sweetwater Branch was inaccessible.  A secondary focus 
was placed on creating a network of linkages to nearby natural and cultural features.  This was achieved through street 
enhancements to maintain the park-like atmosphere on key routes identified.

In order to most effectively address this large corriror and system of linkages key points of user interaction were idenfied 
and design efforts were focused in these areas.  The three areas studied in greater deatail include the Sweetwater Branch 
corridor and corresponding linkages, revitalization of the downtown Sweetwater Branch Park, and the newly designed 
4th Street Sweetwater Branch Park.

sweetwater branch corridor  |  SchemAtic mASter pLAnsweetwater branch corridor  |  SchemAtic mASter pLAn

schematic master plan 

legend
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sweetwater branch
corridor & linkages
The primary Sweetwater Branch corridor, identifited in light green above, is created defined by a trail system along 
the length of Sweetwater Branch and small-scale local streets where Sweetwater Branch runs unaccessbile to pedestrian 
access.  The secondary linkages, identified in dark green, connect  to narby natural and cultural features.  Along the 
selected routtes street enhancements have been identidied to maintain the park atmosphere and increase bike- and 
walk-ability.

sweetwater branch corridor  |  deSign deveLopmentsweetwater branch corridor  |  deSign deveLopment

design development 
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design development 

Typical Local Road Street Enhancement Plan

Typical Local Road Street Enhancement Section

Typical Trail Section Along Sweetwater Branch

sweetwater branch
corridor & linkages
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downtown 
sweetwater branch park
The design of this park was inspired by the ecology of Sweetwater Branch.  The secondary path progresses in manner 
that is similar to a creek’s successional form of change.  The secondary path begins with a straight and narrow route 
before slowly developing a meandering form and then exspantion throughout the flood plain.  The revitalization of 
this park focused on creating awareness of Sweetwater Branch throughout the neighboring districts and increasing user 
interaction with Sweetwater Branch. 

To increase visual awareness of Sweetwater Branch Park a permeable palm tree buffer opens the park up to the adjacent 
South Each Historical Bed and Breakfast District.  A plaza on 2nd Avenue and corresponding street improvements also 
create awarness throughout the downtown district.  

In order to enhace interaction with Sweetwater Branch a secondary patheway was created throughout the park.  The 
primary pathway still exists to facilitate quick linear movement, but an alternative experience is now created to along 
Sweetwater Branch.

sweetwater branch corridor  |  deSign deveLopmentsweetwater branch corridor  |  deSign deveLopment
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downtown 
sweetwater branch park
Street improvements and a plaza were created along 2nd Avenue to increase awareness of the Sweetwater Branch 
Park to the surrounding districts.  The plaza includes an interactive water feature and can be utilized for various 
scales of activites--from community events to individual personal use.  On either side of 2nd Avenue retaining seat-
walls are used to create a lawn that slopes more gently down to Sweetwater Branch.  This allows users to walk down 
to the waters edge and create memorable interaction with Sweetwater Branch.

sweetwater branch corridor  |  deSign deveLopmentsweetwater branch corridor  |  deSign deveLopment

design development 
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4th street 
sweetwater branch park
This site was selected for development into a park along Sweetwater Branch because its acts as an ideal central node 
and transition zone along the Sweetwater Branch corridor.  It is located along 4th Avenue where Sweetwater Branch 
intersects with the Gainesville-Hawthorne Trail.  This location also serves as a point of transition along the Sweetwater 
Branch corridor and marks the beginning of the natural realm. 

The interpretive landscape designed for this site demonstrates the interaction between the natural world and human 
needs.  Site elements used to accomplish this task include an educational center, rain garden display, bioswale education 
area, and watershed education area.

sweetwater branch corridor  |  deSign deveLopmentsweetwater branch corridor  |  deSign deveLopment

design development 
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4th street 
sweetwater branch park
The design intent of the 4th Street Sweetwater Branch Park is to help users develop and understanding of the integration 
between the natural world and human needs.  Users are immediately exposed to a rain garden when evertig the 
educational center from the parking lot.  A series of paths and trails extend from the center and provide for a range of 
expereicees throughout the site.  The watershed education area recreates Sweetwater Branch in mineature and a series 
of paths and boardwalks allow users to traverse the education area and participate in interactive educational displays.
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